Who we are

Bulloneria Villa was built in 1946 under the name Augusto Villa and C.in Milan, in Procaccini Street, producing and trading bolts and screws. In 1949 Angelo Doniselli joined in and production extended to two wheel components both pedal and engine, field where Mr Doniselli had been operative for long time.

In a few years the company was completely taken over by the Doniselli family and by two new partners. So, managed by Paolo Doniselli and the new partners, Giuseppe Basso and Pasquale Achilli really got innovated and committed to offering first class products and services which the market seemed to appreciate. After moving to a more adequate headquarter, in Certosa Street, it finally relocated to the current headquarter in Gallarate street 141, in a shed built for its needs and in 1979, with other partners joining in, Bulloneria Villa of Doniselli and C. became a limited company.

Contacts

T. +39 02 3800 6529
info@bulloneriavilla.com

Product description

Tailored services

We make special products based on customers’ drawing and we meet any kind of needs in terms of thermic treatment, burnishing and hot or electrolytic galvanizing.

KANBAN Warehouse

Kanban is a productive planning system where, on the one hand you try to prevent over-production in order to avoid a negative financial impact for the company, on the other hand you try to get rid of breakage in stocks which could delay or tackle productive process.

Micro supply

We manually meet a few requests. This allows us to place a no waste production on the market.

Delivery

We delivery in 24/48 hours by optimizing the internal productive process.

www.bulloneriavilla.it